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Abstract—This paper revisits the analysis of the well-known
infeed effect on transmission lines distance protection. A new
adaptive algorithm to overcome this drawback is proposed, which
requires solely impedance data and the operational status of
power apparatus to perform overreaching distance zones settings.
A comparison of the proposed strategy and the traditional
one is performed. The obtained results demonstrate that the
proposed settings ensure the correct operation of overreaching
zones. Thereby, the backup coverage is improved significantly,
besides avoiding distance zones overlapping between adjacent
lines. It reveals the proposed strategy usefulness and value from
the practical point of view, since it can be implemented with
technology readily available on the market.

Index Terms—Distance protection, infeed current effect, over-
reaching distance zones.

I. INTRODUCTION

LARGE interconnected grids require bulk power transmis-
sion over very long overhead lines. To avoid widespread

blackouts, faults must be cleared quick and selectively, requir-
ing various levels of protection system redundancy [1]. Among
different redundancy strategies, the use of overreaching dis-
tance zones to provide remote backup protection is widespread
[2]. Since distance protection suffers from inaccuracies caused
by infeed conditions, overreaching zones may underreach and
provide smaller backup coverage than expected [3]. This effect
can be even worse for transmission lines operating in parts
of the grid with large concentration of infeed sources. To
overcome this drawback, the infeed effect could be taken
into account when settings are determined, but it traditionally
requires extensively analysis of system topologies and opera-
tional conditions to compute the different infeed currents levels
[4]. That is the why infeed effect is usually disregarded during
overreaching distance zones setting calculation procedures.

There are some improved algorithms reported on the lit-
erature to overcome the infeed effect on distance protection
performance [5]–[11]. In [5], the impedance seen by the relay
is calculated using a weighted equation whose terms depend
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on the network parameters. The method described in [6] is
based on fault studies, and takes into account single-level
contingencies and infeed currents. The new setting strategy
presented in [7] uses input signals from local relays along
with command data from the distance relay at the remote
end transmitted using teleprotection system. In [8], a novel
multi-agent system based methodology for power system
protection coordination is described. In [9], an adjustment
factor is suggested and the probability of a fault being detected
correctly when the relay operates is determined. In [10], a
synchrophasor-based algorithm, which uses the active power
measured on buses to eliminate the effects of infeed currents
is reported. In [11], an adaptive setting of the 3rd distance
zone based upon synchronized measurements is outlined.

Adaptive strategies for distance protection to update the
operating characteristic according to changes in the system
topology are proposed in [12]–[19]. In [12], an expert system
method to determine the relay settings during power system
topology changes is elaborated. In [13], a probabilistic model
to adjust all distance zones is developed. In [14], operating
characteristics are determined using artificial neural networks.
In [15], a new methodology based on the analysis of events and
their consequences is discussed. A method based on network
mapping obtained using information from the actual system
topology is proposed in [16]. In [17], the adequacy of the
distance relay settings by comparing the apparent impedance
of the actual topology and a pre-defined threshold is evalu-
ated. A wide-area backup protection algorithm that gathers
distance relays status is presented in [18]. In [19], a wide-
area protection algorithm, defined by an objective function
based on the performance of various distance relays zones
and telecommunication information is mentioned.

Our paper revisits the infeed effect on transmission lines
distance protection and suggests an algorithm to overcome
this drawback, by taking into account changes in the system
topology. It requires solely impedance data and operational
status of power apparatus to determine the overreaching zones
settings. It is formulated here for the 2nd zone only, but
it can be extended to the 3rd zone straightforwardly. A
simplified optimization process is also proposed to improve
the backup coverage on adjacent lines. A comparison of
the proposed settings and the traditional ones is performed
with and without contingencies in a real power system by
means of EMTP simulations and experimental tests using a
commercial available relay. The obtained results demonstrate
that the proposed settings improve the backup protection and
also avoids distance zones overlapping in adjacent lines.
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider the general power system topology shown in Fig.
1. The transmission lines starting in buses from 3 to N

terminate at the bus 2 . For a distance relay located at at bus
r , a solid fault is placed at the fictitious bus 1 , which is
inserted in the line between buses m and 2 . In the example
shown in Fig. 1, bus r is taken as bus 3 , and bus m

corresponds to bus 4 . Thereby, the voltage at the relay point
can be computed as [4]:

V R = Z32I32 + hZ42

(
I32 + I52 + · · ·+ IN2

)
, (1)

where h is the percentage of the line 4 − 2 correspondent
to the line segment 1 − 2 (see Fig. 1); Z32 and Z42 are the
series impedance of the lines 3 − 2 and 4 − 2 , respectively;
and Iij is the infeed current coming from the bus i towards
bus j .

Since the current at the relay point is I32, the apparent
impedance seen by the relay is computed as:

ZR =
V R

IR
= Z32 + hZ42

1 +

N∑
n=5

In2

I32︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

 , (2)

where M is named as infeed coefficient [4]. Usually, it is a
near real positive number, that causes the distance relay to
underreach. Traditionally, protection engineers consider some
critical operational conditions to include the infeed effect on
settings. Nevertheless, since it is challenging to known infeed
currents a priory for different operational conditions (i.e., with
and without contingencies), there is no guarantee that distance
zone overlapping in adjacent lines is completely overcome,
mainly for deeply connected power grids. Therefore, for the
sake of simplicity, protection engineers may disregard the
infeed effect on settings to avoid relay overreaching. As a
consequence, the backup coverage on adjacent lines may
reduce tremendously depending on infeed current levels [4].

To provide remote backup protection, large 3rd distance
zone can be used to cover the adjacent lines entirely [20].
This approach can restrict the amount of load a circuit can
carry under emergency conditions due to relays tripping,
which leads to an unintentionally operation during widespread
disturbances causing cascading relay tripping, as happened in
the North American power grid blackout in 2003 [21]. As a
result, several countries, among them Brazil, have standardized
the use of local backup protection principle for the entire
transmission system such that just the 1st and 2nd distance
zones have been used.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

From (2), and based on the general power system topology
shown in Fig. 1, one can write the sequence voltages at the
relay point for a fault taking place at bus 1 in between the
line m - 2 , as follows:

V
(s)

R,m = Z
(s)
r2 I

(s)

r2 + hZ
(s)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

I
(s)

n2 , (3)

Fig. 1. General power system topology.

where the superscript (s) = (0), (1) or (2) stands for the zero,
positive and negative sequence components, respectively; h is
the percentage of the line m− 2 from bus 1 to bus 2 (see
Fig. 1); Z(s)

r2 and Z
(s)
m2 are (s)-sequence series impedance of

the relay line r − 2 and the faulted line m− 2 , respectively;

and I
(s)

n2 is the (s)-sequence infeed current coming from bus
n towards bus 2 , which can be computed as:

I
(s)

n2 =
V

(s)

n − V
(s)

2

Z
(s)
n2

= −

[
z
(s)
n1 − z

(s)
21

Z
(s)
n2

]
I
(s)

f = Γ
(s)
n2 I

(s)

f , (4)

with

Γ
(s)
n2 =

z
(s)
n1 − z

(s)
21

Z
(s)
n2

, (5)

where z
(s)
n1 and z

(s)
21 stands for the elements (n,1) and (2,1)

of the (s)-sequence bus impedance matrix, respectively; Z(s)
n2

is the (s)-sequence series impedance of the line n− 2 ; and
I
(s)

f is the (s)-sequence fault current at the fault point.
Substituting (5) in (3) yields:

V
(s)

R,m =

Z(s)
r2 + hZ

(s)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(s)
n2

Γ
(s)
r2

Γ
(s)
r2 I

(s)

f . (6)

Aiming to understand how phase-to-phase (PP) and phase-
to-ground (PG) distance units perform during faults, consider
the three-phase and single-phase-to-ground fault analysis dis-
cussed next.

A. Phase-to-Phase (PP) Distance Units

In order to analyze the PP distance units response, consider
a three-phase fault taking place at the faulted line m - 2 . Ac-

cording to the fault analysis fundamentals [22], V
(a)

R,m = V
(1)

R,m

and V
(b)

R,m = a2V
(1)

R,m, such that:

V
(a)

R,m−V
(b)

R,m =

Z(1)
r2 + hZ

(1)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(1)
n2

Γ
(1)
r2

(
1− a2

)
Γ
(1)
r2 I

(1)

f ,

(7)
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where the superscript (a) and (b) stand for phases quantities,
and the complex constant a = 1∠120◦. Likewise, I

(a)

R,m =

I
(1)

R,m and I
(b)

R,m = a2I
(1)

R,m. Thus, from (4) one can obtain:

I
(a)

R,m − I
(b)

R,m =
(
1− a2

)
Γ
(1)
r2 I

(1)

f . (8)

From the distance protection basics, the apparent impedance
seen by the phase-to-phase AB unit is computed as [4]:

Z
(ab)
R,m =

V
(a)

R,m − V
(b)

R,m

I
(a)

R,m − I
(b)

R,m

. (9)

Therefore, by substituting (7) and (8) in (9) yields:

Z
(ab)
R,m = Z

(1)
r2 + hZ

(1)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(1)
n2

Γ
(1)
r2

, (10)

where, one can see that (10) depends on the line impedance
and the (s)-sequence bus impedance matrix only.

Similarly, it is possible to determine that for the other phase-
to-phase units the response will be the same.

B. Phase-to-Ground (PG) Distance Units
Aiming to analyze the PG distance units response, consider

a single-phase-to-ground fault in phase A, taking place at the
faulted line m - 2 . The phase voltage at the relay point can
be written as:

V
(a)

R,m = V
(0)

R,m + V
(1)

R,m + V
(2)

R,m

=

Z(0)
r2 + hZ

(0)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(0)
n2

Γ
(0)
r2

Γ
(0)
r2 I

(0)

f +

Z(1)
r2 + hZ

(1)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(1)
n2

Γ
(1)
r2

Γ
(1)
r2 I

(1)

f +

Z(2)
r2 + hZ

(2)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(2)
n2

Γ
(2)
r2

Γ
(2)
r2 I

(2)

f .

(11)

Considering negative sequence impedances are equal to the
positive ones, and the relationship of sequence currents at the
fault point I

(0)

f = I
(1)

f = I
(2)

f , one can rewrite (11) as:

V
(a)

R,m = Z
(1)
r2 I

(1)

f

[
2Γ

(1)
r2 + (1 +Kr2) Γ

(0)
r2

]
+hZ

(1)
m2I

(1)

f

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

[
2Γ

(1)
n2 + (1 +Km2) Γ

(0)
n2

]
,

(12)

where Kr2 =
Z

(0)
r2 − Z

(1)
r2

Z
(1)
r2

and Km2 =
Z

(0)
m2 − Z

(1)
m2

Z
(1)
m2

.

From (4) one can obtain:

I
(a)

R,m = I
(0)

R,m + I
(1)

R,m + I
(2)

R,m = Γ
(0)
r2 I

(0)

f + 2Γ
(1)
r2 I

(1)

f . (13)

Adding Kr2I
(0)

R,m on both sides of (13), it is possible to
rewrite (13) as:

I
(a)

R,m +Kr2I
(0)

R,m = I
(1)

f

[
2Γ

(1)
r2 + (1 +Kr2) Γ

(0)
r2

]
. (14)

From the distance protection basics, the apparent impedance
seen by the phase-to-ground AG unit is computed as [4]:

Z
(ag)
R,m =

V
(a)

R,m

I
(a)

R,m +Kr2I
(0)

R,m

. (15)

Therefore, by substituting (12) and (14) in (15) yields:

Z
(ag)
R,m = Z

(1)
r2 + hZ

(1)
m2

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

2Γ
(1)
n2 + (1 +Km2) Γ

(0)
n2

2Γ
(1)
r2 + (1 +Kr2) Γ

(0)
r2

, (16)

where it can be seen that (16) depends on the line impedance
and the (s)-sequence bus impedance matrix only.

Likewise, the response of the other phase-to-ground distance
units for the different single-phase-to-ground faults can be
obtained straightforwardly in the same.

C. 2nd Zone Settings for PP and PG Distance Units
Considering faults in the different lines connected to the

bus 2 , and varying the percentage h of the faulted line
(see Fig. 1), one can calculate the 2nd zone setting ZPP

2nd of
PP distance units using (10). Thereby, the effective backup
protection coverage CPP

R,m for faults in the different lines can
be obtained taking into account the infeed effect by solving:

ZPP
2nd = Z

(1)
r2 + CPP

R,mZ
(1)
m2G

PP
R,m︸ ︷︷ ︸

ZPP
R,m

, (17)

where ZPP
R,m is the apparent impedance seen by the PP distance

unit of the relay for a fault taking place at the percentage
CPP

R,m of the line m - 2 ; m ̸= r and the coefficient GPP
R,m is

computed as:

GPP
R,m =

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

Γ
(1)
n2

Γ
(1)
r2

. (18)

Thereby, the total effective backup protection coverage for
all the adjacent lines connected to bus 2 can be obtained as:

TCPP
R,m =

N∑
m=3
m̸=r

CPP
R,m. (19)

According to (16), one can calculate the 2nd zone setting
ZPG
2nd for PG distance units taking into account the infeed

effect, considering phase-to-ground faults in the different lines
connected to the bus 2 , and changing the percentage h where
the fault may occur. Thus, the effective coverage CPG

R,m for
faults in different lines can be determined as:

ZPG
2nd = Z

(1)
r2 + CPG

R,mZ
(1)
m2G

PG
R,m︸ ︷︷ ︸

ZPG
R,m

, (20)

where ZPG
R,m is the apparent impedance seen by the PG

distance unit of the relay for a phase-to-ground fault taking
place at the percentage CPP

R,m of the line m - 2 ; m ̸= r and
the coefficient GPG

R,m is computed as:

GPG
R,m =

N∑
n=3
n ̸=m

2Γ
(1)
n2 + (1 +Km2) Γ

(0)
n2

2Γ
(1)
r2 + (1 +Kr2) Γ

(0)
r2

. (21)
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Fig. 2. Proposed settings versus boundary buses impedances variations.

Thus, the total effective percentage coverage for all the
adjacent lines connected to bus 2 can be determined as:

TCPG
R,m =

N∑
m=3
m ̸=r

CPG
R,m. (22)

It is noteworthy that, for both PP and PG distance units,
GR,m depends on CR,m and this relation might be quite
nonlinear, specially for deeply connected power grids. It is
observed in Fig. 2, that shows some apparent impedance
curves seen by the relay for different adjacent lines. Therefore,
different strategies could be used to solve (17) and (20),
obtaining the effective backup coverage CR,m related to Z2nd.
Traditionally, when infeed effect is taken into account during
settings calculation, protection engineers use short-circuit pro-
grams to compare |ZR,m| and |Z2nd| graphically for some
critical operational conditions known beforehand. The load
current are usually disregarded. Thereby, Z2nd is obtained to
mitigate distance zones overlapping [4]. Nevertheless, even
though this method is widespread, its use in an automatic
procedure to compute the effective coverage considering all the
system topologies may lead to large errors, because for meshed
grids the fault current direction may change throughout the
system depending on the fault location. As a result, |ZR,m|
may be smaller than |Z2nd|, but ZR,m is outside of the
distance operation characteristic. To overcome this drawback,
alternatively, in our paper we evaluate whether ZR,m lies
inside the operation characteristic using cosine-type phase
comparators [22]. Thereby a more reliable estimation of CR,m

can be obtained, because the comparator output is more similar
to that of commercial available relays.

To define the best relay settings ZPP
2nd and ZPG

2nd, a simplified
optimization method is applied: the sum of backup coverage in
the all adjacent lines is maximized and restricted to a specified
maximum coverage of an adjacent line in particular, to avoid
distance zones overlapping.

D. Simplified Optimization Process

For the sake of simplicity, superscripts PP and PG are
omitted, since the same optimization process is applied for
both units. The goal is to calculate the percentage hm in the
adjacent line m - 2 used to compute the 2nd zone settings
that maximize the effective backup coverage for all adjacent
lines, subject to the given constraint Cmax, which stands for
the maximum coverage considered for backup protection.

The premise taken is that, for the k-th iteration, hm,k has a
polynomial relation with the maximum backup coverage Cm,k

among the adjacent lines. Therefore, a second order Lagrange
interpolation polynomial has been applied as follows [23]:

hm,k =
(1− Cm,k−2)

(Cm,k−3 − Cm,k−2)

(1− Cm,k−1)

(Cm,k−3 − Cm,k−1)
hm,k−3

+
(1− Cm,k−3)

(Cm,k−2 − Cm,k−3)

(1− Cm,k−1)

(Cm,k−2 − Cm,k−1)
hm,k−2

+
(1− Cm,k−3)

(Cm,k−1 − Cm,k−3)

(1− Cm,k−2)

(Cm,k−1 − Cm,k−2)
hm,k−1.

(23)
The 2nd distance zone setting is computed for hm,k [using

(10) or (16)], and its effective backup coverage for each
adjacent line is calculated [using (17) or (20)]. Thereby, Cm,k

is taken as the largest backup coverage among adjacent lines,
creating an ordered pair (hm,k ,Cm,k). Then (23) is applied
to k + 1, and so on. The optimization process continues until
the optimal hm,k is obtained subject to the constraint Cmax.

Special countermeasures must be taken for k ≤ 2: for k = 0,
(hm,0 ,Cm,0) = (0 ,0) and for k = 1, hm,1 is assumed equal
to a initialization value hini arbitrarily. Then, the 2nd distance
zone setting is computed for hini, and the maximum backup
coverage Cm,1 is taken as the largest coverage among adjacent
lines, creating the ordered pair (hm,1 ,Cm,1). For k = 2, in
turn, the percentage hm,2 is calculated using the first order
Lagrange polynomial as [23]:

hm,2 =
1

Cm,1
hm,1. (24)

Then, the 2nd zone setting is computed, and the maximum
backup coverage Cm,2 is taken as the largest effective coverage
in adjacent lines, creating the ordered pair (hm,2 ,Cm,2).

In order to avoid convergence problems, hm,k for each
iteration must be confined to a limit defined as:

hm,k−1 −∆hmax < hm,k < hm,k−1 +∆hmax, (25)

where ∆hmax is the maximum increment considered.
At the end of the whole optimization process, the optimal

hm and its correspondent 2nd zone setting for each adjacent
line are obtained, as well as their effective backup coverage
in each circuit.

The proposed settings ZPP
2nd and ZPG

2nd are those that lead
to the largest total effective percentage coverage, which are
computed using (19) for PP units and using (22) for PG units.

E. Proposed Algorithm Application

As one can see, the proposed algorithm requires only
impedance data and the operational status of the power ap-
paratus. Then, the simplified optimization process described
in the Sec. III-D can be carried out, resulting in the optimal
2nd zone settings that lead to the maximum backup protection
coverage for adjacent lines. It can be used for both offline and
online applications straightforwardly.

For offline applications, the proposed algorithm gives sup-
port to protection engineers, providing optimal settings cal-
culation. Contingency scenarios of nearby equipment can be
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Fig. 3. Evaluated Power System.

considered during the optimization process to prevent 2nd zone
overlapping of adjacent lines. Moreover, permanent topology
changes may occur over time, and new apparatus may be
connected to the grid. The proposed algorithm can also be
used to monitor the effectiveness of distance relays settings
continuously.

Following the concept of wide-area adaptive protection
applications, the proposed algorithm can also be integrated
into a feedback loop toward relays to change their settings
online dynamically. Aiming to do so, the operational status
of the power apparatus provided by SCADA can be used to
decide whether relay settings must be updated. Moreover, it is
noteworthy that it must be done only for those contingencies
that lead to large overreach and may cause 2nd zone overlap-
ping in adjacent lines, as discussed next.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM EVALUATION

Aiming to evaluate the proposed algorithm, the power
system depicted in Fig. 3 was modeled in software
ATP/ATPDraw. It corresponds to part of the power system
of a Brazilian utility. Power transformers were represented
using the saturable transformer model, and transmission lines
were modeled as fully transposed using the Bergeron model
[24]. Load and shunt reactors were modelled as lumped com-
ponents. Thévenin’s equivalents were included in boundary
buses (i.e., AGL, RC1 and RC2), considering both self and

mutual impedances. Then, power equipment impedance data
were used to calculate the 2nd distance zone setting by means
of the proposed algorithm. Finally, faults were simulated
using ATP/ATPDraw to assess the actual backup coverage
performance of the obtained settings.

Settings obtained by the proposed algorithm consider the
maximum constraint of 60% (i.e., Cmax = 0.6) for the effec-
tive backup coverage. Their results were compared to those
calculated using the traditional procedure, without taking into
account infeed effect and considering 30% of the impedance
of the smallest adjacent line [4]. Two different cases were
evaluated. In each one, the effective coverage of both PP
and PG units were computed for each infeed circuit, with
and without contingencies in the system. Then, faults were
simulated in ATP/ATPDraw using time step of 1 µs, exactly
on the maximum backup coverage zone obtained using the
proposed algorithm for each infeed circuit. A third order low-
pass anti-aliasing Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency at
180 Hz was applied to voltages and currents at the relay point
(see Fig. 3). The filtered signals were resampled at 16 samples
per cycle of 60 Hz, and then phasors were estimated [25]. The
apparent impedance seen by the relay for each distance unit
is shown in the RX diagram along with Mho characteristics
of 2nd distance zones adjusted using proposed settings and
the traditional ones. As another test, ATP/ATPDraw simulated
signals were converted into COMTRADE files, thereby exper-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Case 1 − Effective coverage obtained by the proposed and traditional settings considering the system without contingency: (a) PP units; (b) PG units.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 5. Case 1 − Performance comparison of 2nd distance zone settings computed using the proposed algorithm and the traditional procedure, considering
different types of faults: (a) AG, (b) BC, (c) BCG and (d) ABC.

imental evaluation were carried out using a playback test with
a commercial available relay.

A. Case 1

In Case 1, lines from buses AGL, GNN, NTD, PFE, and
TAC to the bus CGD were considered (see transmission
lines highlighted in blue color on Fig. 3). In this case, the
relay is located at the terminal AGL of the transmission line
AGL_CGD_L1.

The proposed algorithm was applied to the system topology
shown in Fig. 3, without contingencies. It converged in 65
iterations for PP units and in 61 iterations for PG units. The
effective coverage obtained using the proposed and traditional
settings are illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) for PP and PG
units, respectively. As one can see, the proposed settings lead
to much larger backup coverage of adjacent lines. Indeed, as
discussed in Sec. II, since the traditional procedure evaluated
here disregard the infeed effect, and bus CGD concentrates a
large number of circuits, the backup coverage provided by the
traditional settings is quite reduced.

The performance of the distance relay for faults simulated
using ATP/ATPDraw are shown in Figs. 5. Each color used
to plot the apparent impedance represents results for a fault
simulated in a particular adjacent line, exactly on the maxi-
mum backup coverage computed using the proposed algorithm
[see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. For example, the blue color is
used to plot the apparent impedance seen by the relay for
faults in the line TAC_CGD_L1, whereas the green color is
taken for faults in the line GNN_CGD_L1, and so on. The
light gray Mho characteristic represents the 2nd distance zone
obtained using the proposed settings, whereas the dark one

was adjusted using the traditional procedure. In Fig. 5(a),
the apparent impedance computed by the ZAG distance unit
for an AG solid fault is shown. On the other hand, Figs.
5(b) and 5(c) depict the apparent impedance seen by the
ZBC distance unit for BC and BCG solid faults, respectively.
Fig 5(d), in turn, shows the apparent impedance seen by the
ZAB distance unit for a three-phase solid fault. As it can be
observed, the apparent impedance settled down on the light
gray Mho characteristic boundary in all cases, revealing the
proposed settings improves distance protection performance.
Conversely, if traditional settings procedure is used, the relay
underreaches and does not provide effective backup protection.

Aiming to further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
and traditional settings, the contingency of each infeed circuit
was assessed, and then the backup protection coverage in
the remain circuits were computed. The obtained results are
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for PP units, respectively, whereas
the results for PG units are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b),
respectively. These figures depict the percentage coverage
matrices for contingency analysis. Their rows represent the
effective coverage of the relay settings for infeed circuits,
regarding one of them is under contingency. For example,
the first row of matrices shown in Figs. 6 and 7 represents
the effective coverage of the proposed and traditional settings
for each infeed circuit, considering the line TAC_CGD_L1 is
under contingency. Whenever the effective coverage is smaller
than the maximum constraint of 60%, the correspondent cell
is filled in green color. Otherwise, cells are filled in red color,
indicating the maximum constraint was violated, except the
main diagonal cells, in which a blue color and the letter X
were used to represent these elements must be disregarded.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Case 1 − Percentage coverage matrix for PP distance units in the case of a single contingency on infeed circuits: (a) proposed settings computed
without considering contingencies; (b) traditional settings.

(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Case 1 − Percentage coverage matrix for PG distance units in the case of a single contingency on infeed circuits: (a) proposed settings computed
without considering contingencies; (b) traditional settings.

(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Case 1 − Results of the new proposed setting for PP units considering contingencies during the optimization process: (a) effective coverage for the
system without contingency (b) percentage coverage matrix in the case of contingencies on infeed circuits.

By the analysis of Fig. 6(a), one can see that the proposed
settings lead to quite larger effective coverage for PP distance
units in comparison with the traditional ones. However, they
overreach remote bus of adjacent lines during contingencies
in lines TAC_CGD_L1, TAC_CGD_L2 and GNN_CGD_L1,
revealing this setting must be updated. In offline applica-
tions, contingencies could be taken into account during the

optimization process, resulting new settings that avoid 2nd
zones overlapping. The effective coverage obtained using this
new setting for PP units are illustrated in Fig. 8(a), and the
correspondent percentage coverage matrix is shown in Fig.
8(b). As observed, the overreach was completely overcome,
and the effective coverage of the proposed setting is still quite
larger than the one obtained using the traditional setting. Alter-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Case 2 − Effective coverage obtained by the proposed and traditional settings considering the system without contingency: (a) PP units; (b) PG units.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 10. Case 2 − Performance comparison of 2nd distance zone settings computed using the proposed algorithm and the traditional procedure, considering
different types of faults: (a) AG, (b) BC, (c) BCG and (d) ABC.

natively, an adaptive protection scheme could be implemented
for online applications. Therefore, whenever contingencies in
lines TAC_CGD_L1, TAC_CGD_L2 and GNN_CGD_L1 are
detected by the analysis of SCADA data, new settings for the
system operating with each one of them out of service could
be send to the relay. Also, since these scenarios are known
beforehand, settings could be computed offline. Thereby, one
can understand that the proposed settings could always provide
the optimal backup protection coverage.

Conversely, besides the proposed setting for PG units lead to
larger backup protection coverage than the traditional setting,
there is no overreach larger than 60%, even when contin-
gencies in infeed circuits happens. Therefore, in the case of
PG units, the proposed setting computed without taking into
consideration contingencies does not need to be updated.

B. Case 2

In Case 2, lines from buses RC1, RC2, CGD, MRR and
MRD to the bus GNN were considered (see transmission lines
highlighted in pink color on Fig. 3). In this case, the relay is
located at the terminal RC1 of the line RC1_GNN_L1.

The proposed algorithm was applied to the system topol-
ogy shown in Fig. 3, without considering contingencies. It
converged in 61 iterations for PP units and in 54 iterations for
PG units. The effective coverage obtained using the proposed
settings and the traditional ones are illustrated in Fig. 9(a) and
9(b) for PP and PG units, respectively. As one can see, the
proposed settings lead to larger backup coverage of adjacent
lines (at least the double in all cases).

The performance of the distance relay for faults simulated
using ATP/ATPDraw are shown in Figs. 10. Each color used

to plot the apparent impedance represents results for a fault
simulated at the maximum backup coverage computed using
the proposed algorithm for each adjacent line. For example,
the blue color is used to plot the apparent impedance seen
by the relay for faults in the line RC2_GNN_L1, whereas the
green color is taken for faults in the line CGD_GNN_L1, and
so on. The light gray Mho characteristic represents the 2nd
distance zone obtained using the proposed settings, whereas
the dark one was adjusted using the traditional settings. In
Fig. 10(a), the apparent impedance computed by the ZAG
distance unit for an AG solid fault is shown. On the other
hand, Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) depict the apparent impedance
seen by the ZBC distance unit for BC and BCG solid faults,
respectively. Fig 10(d), in turn, shows the apparent impedance
seen by the ZAB distance unit for a three-phase solid fault.
As it can be observed, the apparent impedance settled down
on the light gray Mho characteristic boundary in all cases,
revealing the proposed settings improves distance protection
performance. Conversely, if the traditional settings procedure
is used, the relay underreaches and does not provide effective
backup protection.

The percentage coverage matrices for contingency analysis
of the proposed and traditional settings are shown in Figs.
11(a) and 11(b) for PP distance units, respectively, whereas
the ones for PG units are shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b),
respectively. It can be seen that the proposed settings lead
to larger effective coverage for both PP and PG units in
comparison with the traditional settings. However, both units
overreach remote bus of adjacent lines during contingencies
in lines RC2_GNN_L1, CGD_GNN_L1 and MRR_GNN_L1,
revealing these settings must be updated. In offline applica-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Case 2 − Percentage coverage matrix for PP distance units in the case of a single contingency on infeed circuits: (a) proposed settings computed
without considering contingencies; (b) traditional settings.

(a) (b)
Fig. 12. Case 2 − Percentage coverage matrix for PG distance units in the case of a single contingency on infeed circuits: (a) proposed settings computed
without considering contingencies; (b) traditional settings.

tions, contingencies could be taken into account during the
optimization process, resulting in new settings that avoid 2nd
zones overlapping. The backup coverage obtained using this
new setting for PP and PG units are illustrated in Figs. 13(a)
and 13(b), respectively. The correspondent percentage cover-
age matrices are shown in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), respectively.
As observed, the overreach was overcome for both PP and
PG units and the effective coverage of the proposed settings
is still larger than the one obtained using the traditional
settings. Alternatively, an adaptive protection scheme could
be implemented for online applications. Therefore, whenever
contingencies in lines RC2_GNN_L1, CGD_GNN_L1 and
MRR_GNN_L1 are detected by the analysis of SCADA data,
new settings previously calculated offline for the system with
each one of them out of service could be send to the relay.
Thereby, the proposed settings could always provide the op-
timal backup protection coverage, besides avoiding 2nd zone
overlapping.

C. Boundary Buses Impedances Influence

Aiming to evaluated the impact of impedances of boundary
buses on the proposed settings, a sensitivity analysis was
carried out. In each case, Thévenin equivalent impedances in

the boundary buses AGL, RC1 and RC2 (see Fig. 3) were
varied from −50% to +50%, and the magnitude variation
on settings obtained using the proposed algorithm for both
PP and PG units was observed, as shown in Fig. 15. As
demonstrated, even with a quite large variation of impedances
in the boundary buses, the variation on settings ranges between
±1.35%. Indeed, as a rule of thumb, it is recommended that
monitored system boundaries are defined two buses away
from the relay bus whenever it is possible. Thereby, these
equivalents have no significant influence on the proposed
settings so their impact can be disregarded and their values
for just one specific operational condition are required (e.g.,
for heavy load condition). Admittedly, the impedance data and
operational status of power equipment in the monitored system
are more important to the proposed algorithm.

D. Experimental Evaluation

The performance of the proposed settings was also evaluated
in a commercially available relay, considering case 1 and 2
described in Sec. IV-A and IV-B. To prove the usefulness of
the proposed method, quadriletaral characteristic was used for
both PP and PG 2nd distance units instead of mho characteris-
tic. To do so, only reactances of the proposed settings and the
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(a) (b)
Fig. 13. Case 2 − Effective coverage of the proposed settings, considering contingencies on infeed circuits, and of the traditional settings: (a) PP distance
units; (b) PG distance units.

(a) (b)
Fig. 14. Case 2 − Percentage coverage matrix for the proposed settings computed considering contingencies on infeed circuits: (a) PP distance unit; (b) PG
distance unit.

Fig. 15. Proposed settings versus boundary buses impedances variations.

traditional ones were taken into account. The ATP/ATPDraw
simulated signals were converted in COMTRADE files and a
playback test was carried out using a conventional relay test
set. The obtained results reaffirmed the computer simulations,
such that all faults were detected only when the proposed set-
tings were used, guaranteeing the maximum backup coverage
for each adjacent lines.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the well-known infeed effect on distance
protection was revisited and an adaptive algorithm to compute
2nd distance zone settings was proposed. It requires only
impedance data and operational status of power apparatus,
such that voltages and currents are not required. It can be used
for both offline and online applications straightforwardly.

For offline applications, the proposed algorithm gives sup-
port to protection engineers, providing optimal settings calcu-
lation. Outage scenarios in nearby equipment can be taken into
account during the optimization process. On the other hand, it
can also be used for online applications in the context of wide-
area adaptive protection schemes. Aiming to do so, the relay
can change its settings depending on whether contingencies
are detected by SCADA data analysis. It is noteworthy that
the settings only need to be changed if contingency takes
place in a few infeed circuits. Since these scenarios are known
beforehand, settings could be computed offline. Moreover,
there is no need to make changes for contingencies in faraway
lines. Thereby, one can understand that the proposed settings
could always provide the maximum backup coverage for each
adjacent line.

It is noteworthy that the proposed method disregards the
load current effect, likewise the settings procedure traditionally
used by protection engineers. As a result, admittedly, the
distance protection function may underreach or overeach,
depending on the the loading condition. To overcome this
drawback, the proposed algorithm could be improved by
taking into account the loading current. Furthermore, the
proposed method proposes a correction on the 2nd zone set-
tings, rather than distance polarizing quantities (e.g, zero and
negative sequence quantities), what could improve even more
the distance function performance. Indeed, such improvements
will be presented in future researches.
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The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was assessed
by means of faults simulated in an actual power system of a
Brazilian utility using ATP/ATPDraw software. The apparent
impedance seen by the relay algorithm for each case was
plotted in the RX diagram along with Mho characteristics
of 2nd distance zones adjusted using the proposed settings
and traditional settings. It was observed that the apparent
impedance settled down on the Mho characteristic boundary
adjusted using proposed settings in all cases, revealing the
proposed algorithm improves tremendously the backup protec-
tion coverage by taking the infeed effect into account, while
avoiding distance zones overlapping between adjacent lines.
The same results were observed in the experimental evaluation
using a commercially available relay. This highlights the
proposed algorithm usefulness and value from the practical
point of view, since it can be implemented with the digital
technology readily available on the market.
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